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I wish to submit my objection to the method of relocating our beautiful UTAS campus to a city-
scape. I live in Dynnyrne and am feeling the mounting pressure of what increased cars will bring
to the already present havoc as it is currently already used as a parking spot for those who park
and walk to work.
To increase city occupancy, plus increase housing in our suburb, without seriously addressing
parking issues will be a complete disaster.

The UTAS development also fails to address academic freedom by isolating students to bubbles
and on-line learning. Students need to interact and play sports and compete and discuss and
party. This is a rite of passage that University life often provides to young adults.

On-line learning is not providing this. I can state that on behalf of my 21 year old twins who are
both on campus in different cities. What they have suffered through Covid restrictions and
floods has been troubling. What they are enjoying now with less floods and more freedom is
exhilarating. They love being on campus and being socially bonded.

Inadequacies of the University Council and Academic Senate to make decisions include:
• Lack of consultation and support for decision making including the relocation of the university
to the CBD.
• Not exhibiting its values.
• Lack of effective and comprehensive community engagement.
• Lack of economic and social research into impacts of decision making.
• Lack of maintenance for 10 years prior to the announcement of wholesale move.
• Lack of consultation about the development of the Sandy Bay campus.

Question: if 50% of the buildings seem fit to be maintained…why or how was the decision made
that that was too much for the Uni to redevelop and that to relocate ALL was wise?
I hate to presume it is all real-estate grabbing at the expense of a superb and once-successful
University Campus.
Thank you,
Katrina Ward BVSc, MANZCVS, BMA
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